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Rescattering effects in three-particle final-state reactions
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The phenomenological aspect of single-pion production in n' p interaction is explored by considering the
final-state interactions in a rescattering box-diagram approach. We predict the qualitative and the
quantitative features expected from our model in angular and momentum distributions of final pions. The
preliminary data available so far appear to support our theoretical predictions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently box diagrams have been extensively used
either for "exotic"-exchange reactions' ' or for
dynamical violation' of the Iizuka-Okubo-Z weig
rule. For the exotic-exchange reactions, we have
shown' ' that the main features of the observed
production angular distributions, its strong energy
dependence and the polarization of final-state bary-
ons, are qualitatively as well as quantitatively re-
produced by our box-diagram model without using
any arbitrary parameter. The imaginary part of
the invariant amplitude as calculated from our
model surprisingly shows' Odorico zeros' at small
values of f, , and this is again supported by the ex-
perimental results. But the theoretical situations
become a little more ambiguous if we consider the
quasi-two-body final states; for example,

m +p- w'+n, (1236).

The forward peak in this exotic-exchange reaction
may be due to kinematical reflections, ' though
later theoretical'0 and experimental" studies have
revealed contradictory results. %e have earlier
shown' how far our model reproduces the experi-
mental features for the above and analogous re-
actions. In order to explore the production mech-
anism for reaction (1) further, we think it worth-
while to extend our model for the reactions in-
volving three-particle final state. In this paper
we develop our model for the reaction

7F +P 7T + 7T + ft y

and put the formulation in easy and accessible
form for numerical computation so that the theo-
retical predictions can be compared with the ex-
perimental data. "

The phenomenological situation for the three-
particle final-state reaction is not very clear. '3

The problem of the distribution or two-body in-
formation over these states has made it more
ambiguous theoretically as well as experimentally.
This becomes particularly more difficult when
strong pairwise final-state interactions overlap

in the final-state phase space. For example, we
can consider the process (2}. The Dalitz plots
demonstrate the dominant presence of a (1236)
production'~ although its production decreases at
higher energies. These plots also demonstrate
the overlap of p'(765) and 6 in the final state. In
the intermediate-energy repon (1.5-4 GeV/c)
these features are very clearly marked. In this
energy range, the available experimental data in-
dicate very rapidly changing transition amplitudes.
In this paper, our motivation is to show that these
features could be explained by considering a re-
scattering diagram in which only the final-state
interaction due to the Jo meson is considered. This
intermediate state (IV+ p) arises because of the
interaction between the incoming pion and the
"cloud" pion, and finally these particles rescatter.
In fact, such an interaction is feasible unless the
incident beam energy is quite high so that the pos-
sibility of. rescattering vanishes.

This problem has been considered in detail" "
in the energy range below the incident pion momen-
tum of 1.6 GeV/c by many authors in the frame-
work of the isobar model. Usually in this model
one considers that the reaction proceeds through
an intermediate state dominated by a two-particle
resonance or an isobar which ultimately breaks
up into its constituents, the main assumption being
that this decay amplitude remains independent of
the production process. If there are many isobars
present in the intermediate state, in that case one
simply adds the various amplitude for the process.
Above the center-of-mass total energy of 2 GeV
(=1.6 GeV/c incident pion momentum}, the de-
parture from the predictions of the extended isobar
technique strongly suggests that the collisions are
peripheral and that the production angular dis-
tributions reveal sharp forward and/or backward
peaks.

Here we recall the famous and the first applica-
tion of peripheral" ideas of Chew and I,ow to the
process (2). They pointed out that the v exchange
contributes a pole to the physical amplitude in the
variable corresponding to the squared four-momen-
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turn of the exchange particle. The pole occurs for
the unphysical values of the concerned variable.
This singularity is nearest to the physical region
when the exchanged particle is the lightest, and
then in the part of the physical region near the
pole, the peripheral diagram gives the dominant
contribution. Later, in order to stick to the ex-
change of lowest number of particles (one-particle
exchange), the basic spirit of the Chew and Low
hypothesis was stretched too far to accommodate
the exchange of baryons'o and baryon resonances.
In this work, we would like to go back to the peri-
pheral philosophy and assume that the singularities
closest to the physical region give the dominant
contributions. If one-meson exchange is not al-
lowed, as is the casein(1), wewouldprefer tocon-
sider the exchange of two mesons rather than consid-

ering the exchange of a baryon. Here we wish
to explore the consequence of this peripheral hy-
pothesis for the process (2) in the intermediate-
energy region above 1.5-GeV/c incident pion mo-
mentum. It should be mentioned here that such
diagrams for the process (2) have also been stud-
ied by Goebel and 3chnitzern and also by C
ruthers. " These calculations, however, use the
formalism of a static model with pion-pion inter-
actions and are valid at very low energy.

II. FORMULATION OF MODEL

Writing down the invariant amplitude for the
process (2} as shown by Feynman diagram in

Fig. 1, we get

2 .~(P,)(-&+f1 q&},. M, "~,~~,-~(P.)

&&

(q 2+ 2) Uwr(Qi+ Q}~ .2+ 2 'g~r(q2 @2j~q 2+

Assuming that the imaginary part of the amplitude dominates" over the real part, w'e find that the diagram
becomes the rescattering diagram. Now we ean determine' ' the integrations over the c.m. scattering
angle and the azimuthal angle of intermediate particles, p and n, by taking the residue at the pole given
by the propagator 1/(Q2 + N1~ ). Thus, finally) we get the amplitude as follows:
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Here W' is the center-of-mass (cI, + p, =O) total
energy; jq j, jq, j, and lq'l are the magnitudes
of c.m. momenta of final, initial, and intermed-
iate particles, respectively. Also 4 and 8 are
invariant amplitudes in spin-space for the scat-
tering nm -nm" involved in diagram I, and Q
= 2(q. + Q.)

After the summation over the final- spin states
and averaging over the initial-spin states, we get
the expression for differential cross section as

j 2 gPff+ff gr Pq 1+2.i -64I I2I II2I I2gT2( P) r
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box diagram for the processFIG. 1. Bescattering x ia
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Now in order to solve
tems as follows: I. ovecenter-of-mass systems

8 s stem, that is, q, + p, =-

stem of m an n I.ncenter-of-mass Q sy
q+ ~ =0; and (iii) center-of-massthat is, qs~+p, =; an i" - ss

2' system of m' and n infi s
+pe =p

ression 6, we c n write theIn the above expression
invariant amp i ul'tudes in terms of par 1 -w

amplitudes as follows:

W+M„W-M„
M f' po M@20 + n 20

1'f f"M g (po -MJ&20+ n

r an ar and momentum dis-The expressions for angul
ons for the differential cross sec ion can

the final-state phase space in 5 . However,
annot be done analytic y.the integrations canno

distributions,' a ular and momentum I.s ri
t b 'edotone integration o eq y
t bto hwhereas for m dI.S rI. unumerically, w e

al omputations.inte rations left for numeric cthree integra cons
tel the values o e e

We take here g„,/4ggare weQ known in this case. e
= 2.4 and g,»'/4gg = 15.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

he results of our calculations are shown ln

able so ar.
differential cross sectioner dependence of the eren

orted by the experiments. Thisnd this is supported y
shows that the production of &aQlply shows a

d the energy rangea reciably occur beyon eIlot appr e

ble. This trend is sup-
idered and

0 y pnl production ls possible,

fg= Zfg (gd)&g~g(cose )
i=0

—P f, (&u)P'g g(coseo),

2
= Q ffg (ggg) -fg+(gd) P'g(cos '),

g-"I

ss s-er of the Q center-of-mass y-wzth (d —total en gy
8 ~ is the scattering ang e e

em. In Egl. (8) we approximate
the domI. nand ant contribution coming rom
resonance and write

1 —'F~
(9)

i j5, 1o (&d —gd) ——,'ii'

and I', I'~ areis the resonance mass, anwhere {d„is e r
dths respectively.the par 1t al and total decay wi s,

32

Q

COS 8 ~~out+ vr.- }
~+ in the reaction (2).2. An 1ar distributions for 7t' m

e ' e is taken from Brody et al. .The experimental curve is ta en
(Ref. 11) at E,,~ =1.853 GeV.
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our result for the process (1) with 4 treated' as
a stable particle remains essentially unchanged
when we consider 4 as a m n resonance with fin-
ite width. Thus, by considering 4 as a two-part-
icle system, we get a consistency check to the
hypothesis whether the effect is due to a rescat-
tering mechanism or not.

In Fig. 3, we have demonstrated the result from
our calculation for m angular distribution together
with the experimental data of Brody et al. at 1.853
QeV. We have again found that the results are
consistent with the experimental data. We have
also predicted tbe results of our model at total
center-of-mass energies of 2.0 and 2.4 GeV, in
order to reveal the rapid energy dependence of
the cross section involved in our model.

In Fig. 4, we have plotted the result of our cal-
culation for n' momentum distribution at 1.853 and
2.0 GeV center-of-mass energies. No experimen-
tal result exists for m' momentum, distributions at
or above these energies. But the experimental
results of Pickup et al. 8 at the lower energy of
1.798 GeV support the main features of the curves
given by our model. However, we find that this
energy is slightly above the threshold for p'n
production and, therefore, our model is not ex-
pected to work well at such energies.

In Fig. 5, we have predicted the result of our
calculation for m momentum distribution at 1.853
and 2.0 QeV total center-of-mass energies. Again,
we notice that the experimental results are not
available, but the experiment by Pickup et al'.2'

at E„=1.798 GeV again supports the theoretical
features of our calculation. Therefore, we feel
encouraged to point out that the experiments for
the process (2) should be carried out in order to
test the qualitative and quantitative features pre-
dicted by us. This would essentially make clear
the reaction mechanism involved in process {2).

%'e have tried to focus our attention mainly on
two aspects of the problem, namely the angular
and energy distributions of the final-state pions.
It is because of the fact that energy or momen-
tum dlstrlbutlons not only suggest the existence of
strong final-state effects, but also the dominant
angular-momentum state is often indicated,
whereas the angular distributions reflect the pro-
duction or reaction mechanism. The angular dis-
tributions are also to some extent model indepen-
dent, since the energy-dependent part has been
integrated out.

Attempts have been made' to explain the process

(1) with the help of kinematical reflections where
one considers the complete mass spectrum of the
(vv) state. The main differences between these
mechanisms are that we have considered the top-
ology of a box graph by including the final-state
in".eraction explicity, and also the (vv) state has
been replaced by a p state in our calculation.
Therefore, we get more rapid energy dependence
of the cross section than what we expect from
Berger's reflection mechanism. e In this connec-
tion, we can mention that the failures of Berger's
mechanism become quite obvious for certain re-
cently studied"'" processes like pp -Z'Z, v p-E'1',* (1385), etc. Thus, the two-meson-ex-
change mechanism appears to have a sound footing
and our results provide crucial tests for the suc-
cess of such mechanism.

An alternative explanation for the process (2)
could be given by considering a sum of two Feyn-
man diagrams: one with w exchange which in-
volves mm -mm scattering dominated by the p for-
mation, and the other with nucleon exchange which
involves an interaction m n-7t n dominated by b,

formation. These two diagrams when added co-
herently could explain the features for the process
(2). However, the experimental data available so
far focus two major problems: (i) the presence
of a forward peak in m' production angular dis-
tributions which we cannot get if we consider nu-
cleon exchange" for 6 production; (ii) the decay
angular distributions3' 4 -m in the plane per-
pendicular to its production reveal the structures
usually shown by meson exchanges. %e thus hope
that in these circumstances it is worthwhile to
plan a detailed calculation on the two-meson-ex-
change mechanism and to check its experimental
validity.

In conclusion, we feel that the two-meson-ex-
change mechanism merits further study and more
experimental data for the three-particle final
state are needed to check the validity of this mech-
anism. This calculation thus lends further support
to our previous finding' that we can ignore the I-
channel baryon-exchange mechanism in the inter-
mediate-energy region (i.e., below the incident
meson momentum of 4 GeV/c) in constructing a
scattering amplitude for any process.
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